Sidman, Joyce. **ROUND**  
A celebration of all things round.

Sullivan, Deirdre.  
**MING GOES TO SCHOOL**  
Will preschooler Ming be brave enough to try big red slide?

Yum, Hyewon. **THIS IS OUR HOUSE**  
A family transforms their house into a home.

**Informational Books**

Hopgood, Tim. **WALTER’S WONDERFUL WEB**  
Walter, a determined little spider, tries to spin a perfect web with different shapes.

Isadora, Rachel. **I HEAR A PICKLE**  
Explore the five senses.

Kaner, Etta. **ANIMALS DO, TOO!: HOW THEY BEHAVE JUST LIKE YOU**  
Humans and animals have many things in common.

Rotner, Shelley. **HELLO SPRING!**  
Beautiful photographs of the season.

Sayre, April Pulley. **BEST IN SNOW**  
Our coldest season brought to life!

Sayre, April Pulley. **SQUIRRELS LEAP, SQUIRRELS SLEEP**  
Learn how squirrels spend their days.

Tekavec, Heather. **DIFFERENT? SAME!**  
The surprising ways in which animals are different and the same!

**Great Read-Alouds**

Godwin, Laura. **OWL SEES OWL**  
A deceptively simple look at Owl’s journey into the night.

Graegin, Stephanie. **LITTLE FOX IN THE FOREST**  
A magical journey told only with pictures of a little girl trying to rescue her beloved stuffed fox.

Meisel, Paul. **MY AWESOME SUMMER, BY P. MANTIS**  
Narrator P. Mantis, describes her five month life cycle.

Paul, Miranda. **WATER IS WATER**  
A poetic exploration of the varied forms that water takes.

Yolen, Jane. **THUNDER UNDERGROUND**  
Twenty-one poems that center on the surprising world below us.
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Picture Books / Read-Alouds

Barnett, Mac. **NOISY NIGHT**
A noisy night in one multi-level apartment building.

Beaumont, Karen. **WILD ABOUT US!**
All the zoo animals are a little different and that’s the way they like it.

Berger, Carin. **GOOD NIGHT! GOOD NIGHT!**
These silly little bunnies won’t go to sleep!

Bernstrom, Daniel. **ONE DAY IN THE EUCALYPTUS, EUCALYPTUS TREE**
A crafty boy must save himself from a sneaky snake.

Brown, Margaret Wise. **NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST**
A never-before-published story about a little bird’s first journey.

Chung, Arree. **NINJA! ATTACK OF THE CLAN * **
A young ninja seeks a worthy opponent, but his family is too busy to play.

Donnelly, Liza. **A HIPPO IN OUR YARD**
Sally tries to tell her family about the hippo in their backyard.

Dyckman, Ame. **HORRIBLE BEAR!**
Learning the power of saying "I'm sorry."

Gerstein, Mordicai. **THE NIGHT WORLD**
Explore the sights and sounds of the night world.

Henkes, Kevin. **WAITING**
Five toys wait on a windowsill for marvelous things to happen.

Hood, Morag. **CARROT & PEA: AN UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIP**
Although he is different, the peas like and accept their friend, Colin the carrot.

Hutchins, Pat. **WHERE, OH WHERE, IS ROSIE’S CHICK?**
Rosie finally hatches an egg, but where is her chick? A charming sequel to *Rosie’s Walk*.

Jackson, Richard. **IN PLAIN SIGHT: A GAME**
An ailing grandfather and his helpful granddaughter play a unique game of seek and find.

Johnston, Tony. **A SMALL THING...BUT BIG**
Learning that small steps can ultimately accomplish big things.

Krensky, Stephen. **I AM SO BRAVE**
Celebrates a young boy’s growing comfort with things that scare him.

Krosoczka, Jarrett J. **IT’S TOUGH TO LOSE YOUR BALLOON**
Learning to look on the bright side of things.

Lee, Michelle. **PLAY WITH ME!**
Two friends find a way to play with each other.

Litchfield, David. **THE BEAR AND THE PIANO**
Something strange & wonderful is in the forest.

McMullan, Kate. **MAMA’S KISSES**
It’s bedtime and the baby animals are nowhere to be found.

Murray, Diana. **CITY SHAPES**
A walk through the bustling city reveals hidden shapes at every turn.

Na, Il Sung. **BIRD, BALLOON, BEAR**
Will Bird have the courage to make friends with Bear?

Norman, Kim. **STILL A GORILLA**
Willy the gorilla is very silly!

Ohora, Zachariah. **THE NOT SO QUIET LIBRARY**
An angry monster is in the library and he’s very hungry!

Ruzzier, Sergio. **THIS IS NOT A PICTURE BOOK**
Discover the magic of reading and imagination.

Savage, Stephen. **SUPERTRUCK**
Supertruck saves the city after a very big blizzard.

Seeger, Laura Vaccaro. **I USED TO BE AFRAID**
How to overcome your fears.

*Title is one in a series*